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Abstract
We present an automatic program of blue whale photo-identification for mobile devices. The proposed technique
works in the wavelet domain to reduce the image size and the processing time of the proposed algorithm, and
with an edge enhancement filter, the characteristics of the blue whale are preserved. Additionally, an image palette
reduction algorithm based on local image complexity estimation is introduced to eliminate redundant colors, thus
decreasing the number of pixels that are bad classified in the segmentation process and minimizing the resource
consumption of the mobile device. The segmented image is obtained with the FCM (fuzzy C-means) or K-means
algorithms incorporating a dynamic filtering which is proposed in this paper to improve the brightness and
contrast of the acquired image increasing the performance of the image segmentation. Experimental results show
that the proposed approach potentially could provide a real-time solution to photo-id of blue whale images and it
can be transportable and portable power for mobile devices. Finally, the proposed methodology is simple, efficient,
and feasible for photo-id applications in mobile devices.
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1 Introduction
The recognition of individuals is the main objective in
many population studies on behavior, ecology, and
biology allowing to estimate its population parameters
through capture-recapture models and to produce
models of its social structure [1]. Artificial marking is a
unique identification mechanism (i.e., metal clips,
tattoos) for individuals of a specific species, but this
method is not very reliable because the animals can be
moved or lose their markings [2, 3]. To address some of
these problems, the individual identification of animals
by their natural markings has become an important tool
for the study of some populations of animals and has
been applied to an equally wide range of animals such as
whales, manta rays, and frogs [4].
One of the most popular visual identification of
natural markings of an animal is the photo-identification
(photo-id) technique. This way of making visual identifi-
cation of an individual allows photo storage repository
for generating photograph capture-history records of
individuals [4]. These repositories can be examined
manually and visually to develop a single set of classes
and sub-classes; however, as the number of images in
the collection of the repository increases beyond a
person’s ability to process visual characteristics of the
candidate to see whether or not coincide with a new
photograph by hand-eye, the development of techniques
more fast and automated to compare the new photo-
graphs obtained above is required [5]. The widely use
photo-id technique to identify wild species individuals
employs natural markings such as pigmentation
patterns, the spot patterns in the fur of cheetahs [6] or
morphology and distribution of these spots in the red
pandas [7], the fin shape of the cetaceans or nick and
notches in the dolphin’s fin [5, 8], or other features such
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as scars also they can be identified [9]. This non-invasive
technique uses images acquired from a determinate dis-
tance to obtain the natural markings to be identified and
classified with the least disturbance possible [9]. The
photo-id technique has long been used to identify large
whales and was first used by researchers in the 1970s, by
recognizing the pigmentation patterns of the ventral side
of the caudal fin in humpback whales [10]. Traditional
methods of matching photographs of ventral fluke
surfaces require manual pairwise comparison of all
images within and among data sets, which are often very
large. This process requires substantial time, effort, and
expertise. Furthermore, as each of the data sets grows,
the number of comparisons required increases exponen-
tially. The system performs the comparison of new im-
ages taken in the field to identify brands and caudal fins
of the whale. From this, implementation has been speed-
ing up the photo-id of some marine animals [5, 8–10].
The search of natural patterns by visual comparison of
hundreds of images to find an individual identity is suscep-
tible to errors [8, 11]. This is because the photo-id is
performed by manual segmentation by a person whose re-
sult could be false positive or false negative in the identifi-
cation and classification of a determined individual. For
this reason, it begins with the designers of an “economic”
system software and hardware for the blue whale photo-id.
The identification of individual blue whales is still
done manually by comparing new photographs with a
catalog of known individuals. This process is tedious and
laborious dedicating additional resources (human-con-
sumption hours) to recognize the individual. To perform
this task, a new method using the natural shape of the
dorsal fin in seven different types (Fig. 1) coupled with
different pigmentation colorations of the flanks was
designed [12]. A further category includes undefined
dorsal fins for photographs in which the angle may bias
the dorsal fin classification. In these cases, the photo-
graphs are temporally classified as undefined, until a bet-
ter photograph of this particular individual is obtained.
A new focal animal survey applied to blue whale (Gendron,
unpublished data) requires individual identification of the
focal animal at sea. Because time is an important variable at
sea and positive identification in the focal individual follow-
up is critical (i.e., knowing if the individual is a female, male,
or juvenile), and space and computer workable area is often
limited for equipment for the photo-id, a new program for
photo-id is lacking. Today, a variety of computer systems
for photo-id of the animals are based on unique character-
istics of each species. In these systems, each new image
requires previous manual preprocessing (i.e., cutting, im-
prove brightness and contrast of the image) resulting in the
best contrast contour of the blue whale but this also
increases the processing time, subjectivity, and error in the
segmentation results. The principal problem to be con-
fronted is in isolating the object of study.
The segmentation process in a computer vision system
is no trivial problem because the blue whale’s images are
acquired in their natural habitat, with the color and shape
of blue whales melted with the background image (i.e., the
color skin of the blue whale with the color of an ocean
and/or sky). For the use of standard cameras or mobile
devices that provide a low contrast, the angle variations in
the photos, the distance between the objects and camera,
the light (the environment conditions), and the shadows
are conditions that do not provide an optimal segmenta-
tion. To overcome these drawbacks, various computer-
aided identification systems have been developed to
recognize the dorsal fin of a cetacean or the forms and
contours in other marine mammals [8, 12]. In this paper,
the proposed computer-aided identification system for the
blue whale images is tested with the blue whale photo-
graphic catalog obtained in the southwestern Gulf of
California, Mexico, and was provided by the researchers of
CICIMAR-IPN (Interdisciplinary Center of Marine
Sciences-National Polytechnic Institute of Mexico). The
process of photo-id allows an easy access for biologists
and other researchers in their field of study of blue whales
using a mobile device as a portable computer system. It is
Fig. 1 Different types of dorsal fin [12]: a triangular with straight edges; b triangular falcate and curved smoothly backward; c straight pointing up;
d marked, different size and shape but showing obvious scare; e falcate curved backward; f hooked, large size, and highly curved backward; g
mutilated, loss large portions, or completely mutilated; and h indefinite, not categorized
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important to mention that the use of mobile device
assures a real-time process of photo-id in the same place
where the image was acquired providing the follow-up of
blue whales without the use of a standard camera and
ensures the image processing technique off line or the use
of cloud computing because the internet services are not
available in this remote area.
The proposed technique uses the wavelet domain and
an edge enhancement filter to preserve the fine details of
the blue whale’s dorsal fin image reducing the image size
and the processing time of the proposed algorithm [13].
Additionally, an image palette reduction algorithm is
introduced to eliminate redundant colors in the image;
this reduction is based on local image complexity estima-
tion which employed the median algorithm and the stand-
ard deviation [13]. This reduction improves the
segmentation process decreasing the number of pixels
that are bad classified and minimizing the resources
consumption of the mobile devices. The segmented image
is obtained with the K-means [14] or the FCM (fuzzy C-
means) [15] algorithms incorporating a dynamic histo-
gram filtering which it improves the brightness and con-
trast of the image acquired by the mobile device
increasing the performance of the image segmentation.
The low cost of proposed system represents a reliable
real-time solution for blue whale photo-id that reduces
the payload or devices needed to perform this task. Finally,
this technique is simple, efficient, and feasible for applica-
tions in mobile (Smartphones and tablets) devices.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the proposed algorithms are presented.
Section 3 shows the performance results of proposed
methods. The discussions of results and other methods
used as comparative are presented in Section 4, and we
draw our conclusions in Section 5.
2 Materials and methods
The segmentation of blue whale’s images is described in
five stages (see Fig. 2). The first stage involves the acqui-
sition of the RGB images via different standard cameras
and mobile devices. In the second stage, a band-pass
filter in the wavelet domain is used to improve the edges
and contours of the blue whale, and reducing the image
size ensuring that the processing time of methodology is
decreased, it is realized in each channel (R, G, and B) of
the original image [13, 16]. In the third stage, a color
palette reduction method is introduced to remove
redundant colors contained in the image channels (redu-
cing the storage and memory requirements); the
quantization of each pixel is determined using the
median algorithm and a threshold based on the standard
deviation of the local complexity of the image [13]. In
the fourth stage, a dynamic histogram filtering is pro-
posed to improve the brightness and contrast of the
images; it is combined with the standard FCM and/or
K-means clustering algorithms to provide more robust-
ness in the segmentation process. Finally, in the fifth
stage, the processed R, G, and B channels are combined
in a single component to obtain the final segmentation.
Stage 1: image database
To test the proposed methodology, we use the
CICIMAR-IPN image blue whale database in JPG
format. This database is not public, and it can be
obtained with permission of CICIMAR [12, Gendron,
unpublished data]. These images were acquired in their
natural habitat (uncontrolled environment) using
different mobile devices. We also use images acquired
with the standard camera Canon EOS reflex [12] as
comparative when the proposed algorithms were
running to provide that the working conditions and the
Fig. 2 Block diagram of proposed method
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quality of the acquired images by mobile devices are
not constraints in the applicability of the proposed
system. Figure 3 depicts some RGB blue whale images
acquired by the cameras of the mobile devices Sony
Xperia J with 5 M pixel camera with LED flash and
auto focus, Sony Xperia T2 with 13 MP camera with
video recording HD (1080p), and Samsung Galaxy S4
with rear camera CMOS with 13 MP and frontal
camera with 2 MP, power led flash autofocus, and the
standard camera Canon EOS reflex 5 mm with a
70-300tele-objective lens.
From the RGB color image, we separate its color
components (R, G, B) and we apply in each component
the next stages of the proposed method. We also
mention that in the case of the use of a gray-scale
image obtained from the RGB image, the histogram
results indicated that there are not many differences
between the intensities that compose the objects (i.e.,
the sea, the sky, and the edge of the blue whale) into
the gray-scale image making more difficult the
segmentation process. For this reason, we choose to
work with the channels of the RGB image where each
channel can give further information relating to objects
and/or characteristics of the blue whale in the image in
order to discriminate objects and/or edges outside the
blue whale.
Stage 2: preprocessing
A preprocessing stage is proposed to improve and/or
remove some characteristics in the acquired images
related to the dorsal fin detection; some of these
characteristics are the following: (a) posture: the
characteristics of the blue whales in the acquired
images in real environments can vary due to the
disposal (frontal, profile, etc.) of the blue whale, which
can lead to occlusion of the characteristics of blue
whales such as dorsal fin and pigmentation skin; (b)
structural components: the sea, sky, and other objects
in the scene may vary in shape, size, and color; (c)
location: the acquired images are highly affected by the
location of the blue whale in the image; (d) occlusion:
in a real environment, the blue whale could be partially
or fully occluded by other moving objects; and (e)
environmental conditions: an image is highly
dependent on environmental conditions such as
weather conditions and light intensity.
In this stage, the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
is used to describe the texture in the blue whale image
because it provides a multi-resolution (MRA) analysis
and its space-frequency properties exhibit good
precision for texture analysis and classification
providing edges and fine detail preservation in the image
[13, 16]. The DWT subdivides an image into
several frequency bands known as LL—horizontal low pass
and vertical low pass, LH—horizontal low pass and vertical
high pass, HL—horizontal high pass and vertical low pass,
and HH—horizontal high pass and vertical high pass [13].
The circular Haar wavelet (CHW) is used in the
wavelet analysis due to its compactness and energy
conservation characteristics of the original image; it is
simple and easy to be performed in feature extraction
applications [16]. The CHW can be divided into two
types: the type of edge extraction can be calculated
using the 1D Haar wavelet and the type of corner
extraction can be performed with the 2D Haar wavelet.
The edge extraction of the CHW can be seen as a
band-pass filter [16]. In this stage, the 1D Haar DWT is
Fig. 3 Images from the CICIMAR-IPN database. a Image acquired by mobile device Sony Xperia J. b Image acquired by mobile device Sony
Xperia T2. c Image acquired by mobile device Samsung Galaxy S4. d Image acquired by a standard Cannon camera
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applied to provide edge enhancement, and then, the 2D
Haar DWT is employed to improve the contour of blue
whale in the original image.
The processed images are obtained from the LL
sub-band during the wavelet decomposition. The LL
sub-band image represents a low scale of the original
image permitting that the process time of proposed
segmentation algorithm decreases significantly. To
illustrate this stage, the processed R, G, and B channels
are combined to show the final edge enhancement
RGB image. For convenience, Fig. 4 shows the negative
of the edge enhancement images to demonstrate that
the proposed method can improve the characteristics
of the dorsal fin and pigmentation skin (intensity pixels)
of the blue whale; the sea, sky and other objects are
also improved but their intensity changes can be
distinguish between the intensities of the blue whale’s
body and the other objects to provide a better image
segmentation. This can be appreciated by comparing
the negative images of original and processed images.
After the edge enhancement of the blue whale body, an
object detection method is used to find the points
(pixels) that define the contour of the dorsal fin in the
images for the classification of blue whale by means of
the dorsal fin. The object detection techniques can be
divided into two major categories: techniques based on
characteristics and image-based techniques [17].
Techniques based on characteristics make explicit the
use of facial features. The apparent (visual) blue whale
properties, such as color of the skin and the dorsal fin
geometry, can be used during the blue whale detection.
In our case, standard operators of translation and/or
rotation are employed to enhance the points (pixels)
that define the contour of the dorsal fin in the images.
Stage 3: color palette reduction
The color quantization of an image is a process that
uses a limited number of colors to represent an image;
it is widely used in image segmentation, image retrieval,
and image compression [17]. The objective is to
approximate as closely as possible the original full-color
images. This technique is necessary for systems that
can display only a few colors. For example, systems
with 8 bits/pixel frame buffers can display only 256
colors. Although various modern systems have 24 bits/
pixel frame buffers and can display 224 = 16,777,216
colors, color quantization is still practical for system
running animations and those used for advanced
graphics applications. It reduces storage requirements
and saves image transmission time over networks [17].
The proposed technique is used to adjust the number
of colors according with the visual image content (in
our case, the blue whale’s contour and the background)
to minimize the resource consumption of the mobile
devices when the algorithms are running and in the
case of the requirements of load and storage of the
original and processed images, decreasing the
bandwidth in data transmission networks [17]. This
reduction also improves the segmentation process
Fig. 4 Visual results obtained in stages 2 and 3. a–c Original RGB images. d–f Enhanced RGB images obtained in the preprocessing stage. g–i
Quantized RGB images obtained in the color palette reduction stage. For convenience, these images are presented as negative images
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decreasing the number of pixels that are bad classified
in the clustering part (false classification).
The proposed quantization technique is based on local
image complexity estimation employing the median
algorithm and the standard deviation [13]. Using the
sub-images (R, G, and B) of the LL sub-bands obtained
in the preprocessing stage, the standard deviation for










where xi is the value of the ith element in the current
kernel, x ¼ 1n
Xn
i¼1
xi is the mean value of the current
kernel, and n = 9 is the number of elements in the sample.
The criterion used to reduce the color palette is applied
in each 3 × 3 kernel to obtain the quantized color
image in the following way,
quantized ¼




where quantized is the quantized kernel, xmed is the
median of the pixels contained in the kernel, xc is the
central pixel in the kernel, σxc is the standard deviation of
the central pixel xc, T = σcwf is the threshold used to fix
the pixels whose values are considered to quantize the
color palette, and wf = 3 is a weight factor given for the
number of components of the RGB image. The median
algorithm is proposed to homogenize the intensity of
central pixel xc with its neighbors in the current kernel to
obtain the quantized color image. The 3 × 3 kernel size is
proposed according to the best quantization results.
The proposed color quantization method is carried out
in several iterations, the stopping criterion isﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
xc−xqc
 2q ¼ 0, where xqc is the central quantized
pixel in the kernel. The image quantization is realized
up to the subtraction between the current pixel and
quantized pixel which is zero; in our case, the
number of quantized levels is 16.
Figure 4g–i shows the quantized RGB images (as
negative images) obtained in this stage. Comparing
the processed (quantized) images (Fig. 4g–i) with
the previous results of Fig. 4, we observe that the
proposed color palette reduction method can limit
the number of intensities to represent the images as
closely as possible to the original images, reducing the
storage and memory requirements and providing a better
segmentation process avoids the false classification of
pixels. For the channel R, in the case of the Fig. 4g, the
reduction obtained is of 2 kb compared with the original
size of 40 kb of Fig. 4a, and h is limited to 4 kb from the
original size of 48 kb of Fig. 4b; this represents a
reduction between 90 and 91.66% in the storage and
memory requirements that potentially could provide a
real-time solution to save image transmission time over
networks. Also, the quality of quantized images is of
22.04, 30.45, and 27.89 dB by means of the use of PSNR
(Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) between the images of
Fig. 4d–f, g–i. The PSNR values demonstrate that the
proposed quantization technique provides an optimal
quality in the processed images in the case of our
application, where the quantized images appear to have a
good subjective quality. Finally, the use of mobile devices
instead of laptops or other computer systems provides
the portability needed in real-time applications, charge
consumption, and easy handling in confined places such
as little boats.
Stage 4: adaptive segmentation algorithm
Image segmentation is one of the most important
research topics in image analysis and computer vision;
it refers to the process of subdividing an image into
connected regions where the pixels of a region (cluster)
share a common property.
The acquired images from the CICIMAR-IPN database
have different brightness and contrast parameters
between them, so that each one presents different
spatial and frequency characteristics. When the
standard FCM [15, 18] and K-means [14] algorithms
are applied to segment an image in two data regions
(blue whales and background), several pixels are
incorrect classified providing an incorrect
segmentation and increasing the computational
complexity of these algorithms.
For these reasons, we propose the Dynamic Histogram
filtering FCM (DHFCM) that takes in account the
variations in the frequency histogram of the brightness
and contrast in the images to provide more robustness
in the segmentation process.
The standard FCM is defined as follows [15, 18]. Let
X = {x1,…, xn} be the set of given feature data (in our
case, the RGB pixel intensities of blue whale) and let c
the number of clusters (1<c<n) represented by the
fuzzy set Cj(j = 1,…,c). Then, we call Uf = (uij) a fuzzy









uij ¼ 1 and ∀i∈ {1,…,n} hold. A fuzzy cluster
model of a given data set X into c clusters is defined to be
optimal when it minimizes the objective function (3)
under the above two constraints,







where the parameter m> 1 is a weighting exponent called
the fuzzifier and ‖xi − cj‖
2 is the square of the Euclidean
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distance from feature vector xi to the center of the class cj.
The objective function Jf is alternately optimized using
the parameters uij and cj (membership degrees and the
cluster centers) by setting the derivative of Jf with
respect to the parameters equal to zero (taking into
account the established constraint above). The result-
ing equations for the two iterative steps forming the



















The objective function of the standard FCM algorithm
(3) does not take into account any spatial information
making the FCM to be very sensitive to artifacts and
noise. For this reason, we incorporate the
neighborhood information of brightness and contrast
into the clustering algorithm during the classification
process by using a proposal named Dynamic Histogram
(DH) method. This algorithm improves the brightness
and contrast in the images with different characteristics
showing an unvarying Gaussian distribution of the
histogram,
DH ¼ θDH ¼









xi is the mean value in a 3 × 1 sliding







xi represents the i-element of the sliding window, yi-
represents the current element in the histogram, y
represents the mean value of the histogram, and n = 3.
The mean and covariance values show a linear
dependence of the intensity values in the sliding
window using this criterion (6). So, the high brightness
and contrast values found in the images are changed by
consistent values according to the distribution of the
DH. For this reason, we could say that the proposed
DH algorithm eliminates the impulsive noise caused by
high-contrast lighting values in the acquired images.
Then, we can use the proposed DH as an estimator of
the brightness and contrast of the pixels of standard
FCM algorithm to improve the segmentation process
due to different structural components and
environmental conditions presented in the images.
With this base, we can define the new objective
function to be minimized in the proposed DHFCM as,








where ΘDH = {θDH|1,…, n} is a vector with the DH esti-
mator applied on the intensity feature vector of image.
Since the gradient of Jg with respect to uij and cj
vanishes when reaching the local optimum and taking
into account the conditions to minimize the objective
function, it is easy to show that the optimal updating














The parameters for the proposed DHFCM algorithm
are set to m = 2 and ε = 1e−4 in the clustering part
(initialized randomly). We found the optimum
parameter for the maximum number of iterations
T = 20; it is obtained from an average of iterations
for different segmented images to determine the
best value closes to the threshold ε = 1e−4. The
number of clusters c depends in the image to be
segmented, but in our case, it is set to 2 (blue
whales and background). Finally, the proposed
segmentation method uses only constants making
the method to be simple, efficient, and feasible for
this proposed application.
In order to decrease the number of pixels that are
bad classified in the clustering part (segmentation
stage), we propose to use the proposed DH method
with the standard K-means clustering algorithm. The
new method is called as Dynamic Histogram K-means
(DHKM). The theoretical basis of the K-means can be
found in [14]. Finally, Fig. 5 presents the segmentation
results in the channel R (Fig. 5a–c) using the standard
KM, the standard FCM, and the proposed DHFCM,
where one can see that the proposed method appears
to have better subjective quality in comparison with
the standard methods.
Stage 5: minimize the number of pixels that are
bad classified.
From an RGB image, the resulted segmentations
of the independent R, G, and B channels could
have different pixels whose values are incorrect
classified in other cluster providing incorrect
segmentations between the three channels. For
this reason, we combine the segmented images of
the three components to have the final segmented
image with a single gray-scale component avoiding
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as closely as possible the bad classification of pixels
in the following way,
final segmented image ¼ Rþ Gþ B
3
ð10Þ
where R, G, and B are the segmentations obtained in the
images of the channels R, G, and B, respectively.
The following criterion is applied to obtain a final
binary segmented image with only two clusters (black
for the background and white for the blue whale),




where final segmented image is obtained from (10) and σc
is the standard deviation computed in a 3 × 3 sliding
window (Eq. (1)).
Figure 5d–f shows the binary image that represents the
final segmentation of the standard KM, the standard
FCM, and the proposed DHFCM segmentation
algorithm, respectively. From this Figure, one can see
that the proposed algorithm (see Fig. 5f ) shows the
better subjective quality in comparison with the
standard methods. We observe that the bad
classification of pixels in the Fig. 5c is corrected in this
stage providing a good classification of blue whales and
background. Finally, with the results of binary image,
we can obtain the contour, edges, and characteristics of
the blue whale and its dorsal fin in the original image
to use this data in the classification process.
3 Results
The CICIMAR-IPN photographic catalog contains 771
images in digital RGB color image format which 621 im-
ages were acquired with the Canon camera and 150 im-
ages where obtained with different mobile devices. In this
catalog, the 57.2% of images correspond to both sides of
blue whale, and the 23.8 and 19.0% belong to the right and
left side of blue whale, respectively. For the analysis, we
only consider the segmentation and classification of blue
whale images with the dorsal fin categorized as triangular,
hooked, and falcate. The performance results of these
proposed methods are compared with the manual seg-
mentations of the first human observer as a ground truth.
Also, a comparison of the second human observer with
the ground truth images provides a performance measure
that is regarded as an optimal performance level. The
ground truth images were provided by CICIMAR-IPN.
The proposed DHFFCM and DHFKM algorithms are
implemented on a tablet with a Dual Core processor, CPU
speeds of 1.2 GHz, Android Jelly Bean OS 4.1, and 9 GB
of memory, and the development software is an environ-
ment visual Android. Figure 6 shows the graphical user
interface (GUI) used in the handling of the proposed
application (App). This figure shows the main screen of
the proposed App for a mobile device and the main menu
Fig. 5 Visual segmentation results. Segmented images of channel R obtained from the quantization stage (see Fig. 4g–i). a Segmented image
with the standard KM algorithm. b Segmented image with the standard FCM algorithm. c Segmented image with the proposed DHFCM
algorithm. Segmented images (binary image): d segmented image with the standard KM, e segmented results with the standard FCM, and f
segmented image with the proposed DHFCM algorithm. Results in other images obtained by mobile devices: g, h images acquired by Sony
Xperia J, i image acquired by SonyXperiaT2, and j–l segmented images with the proposed DHFCM algorithm
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to access the proposed App with different options
(CAMERA for image acquisition, FILES to upload
acquired or processed images, IMAGES to perform the
image segmentation for photo-id, and EXIT to exit of
the proposed App), and the segmentation of an image.
During the tests, four classification cases are considered.
The two classifications are the true positive (TP) and the
false positive (FP), and two misclassifications are the false
negative (FN) and true negative (TN). By using these
metrics, we can obtain different performance measures
such as reported in [19],
Sp ¼ TN= TN þ FPð Þ ð12Þ
Se ¼ TP= TP þ FNð Þ ð13Þ
Acc ¼ TP þ TNð Þ=number of pixels in image ð14Þ
Si ¼ 1‐
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ





In our case, the specificity (Sp) is the ability to detect
non-blue whale pixels, the sensitivity (Se) reflects the
ability to detect the blue whale edge, the accuracy (Acc)
is the probability that an identified blue whale pixel is a
true positive, and the similarity (Si) compares the results
of a segmented image with the ground truth image. We
also calculate the entropy and the purity. The entropy is
a measure to know the dispersion of a group with
respect to an established class. Thus, if all clusters con-
sist of objects with only a single class label, the entropy
is 0. However, as the class labels of objects in a cluster







where j represents each cluster and pij is the
probability that a member of cluster j belongs to class i.
The purity quantifies the degree to which a cluster
contains entities belonging to this fraction; it is defined
as follows: the purity in each cluster j is computed as
purity ¼ 1nj max nij
 
, where nij is the number of objects
in cluster j with class label i.
Tables 1, 2, and 3 show the performance results in the
case of segmentation of triangular dorsal fin, hooked
dorsal fin, and falcate dorsal fin in terms of similarity
(Si), specificity (Sp), sensitivity (Se), accuracy (Acc),
entropy (entropy), purity (purity), and the processing
time (PT) in seconds used to compute the proposed
algorithms. We also present the max, min, median, and
standard deviation obtained with the proposed algo-
rithms. From these tables, we observe that the perform-
ance results are due to the nature of the fin type and the
environmental conditions when the images were ac-
quired. We also mention that in Tables 1, 2, and 3, the
images acquired with mobile devices are marked with an
asterisk. Comparing the performance criteria obtained
with the use of the proposed DHFCM and DHKM clus-
tering algorithms, we found the following:
(a) The DHFCM improves the results obtained with the
DHKM clustering algorithm in the most of cases (see
Tables 1, 2, and 3). For example, the accuracies found in
the classification of triangular fin are from 91.69 to 98.97
(DHFCM) and from 90.24 to 99.04 (DHKM); for the
hooked fin classification are from 88.19 to 98.29
(DHFCM) and from 87.33 to 98.26 (DHKM); and for the
falcate fin classification are from 89.61 to 97.56 (DHFCM)
and from 88.02 to 98.05 (DHKM).
(b) In the case of average of similarity (Si) and compu-
tational cost (PT), we found in the classification of
triangular fin (see Table 1) that the DHFCM (Si = 94.74%
with PT = 13.5754 s) provides better results in compari-
son with the DHKM (Si = 94.50% with PT = 5.2040s); for
the hooked fin classification (see Table 2), the DHFCM
(Si = 93.50% with PT = 15.4775 s) improves the results of
DHKM (Si = 93.28% with PT = 6.0702 s); finally, in the
case of the falcate fin classification (see Table 3), the
results of DHFCM (Si = 92.42% with PT = 14.8512 s) are
worst than the results obtained with the DHKM (Si =
92.83% with PT = 5.0486 s). In other words, the Si
performance changes in favor of the proposed method
with DHFCM from −0.40 to 0.24% of Si but the PT
varies in favor of DHKM from 8.3714 to 9.8026 s in
comparison with DHFCM; it is the DHKM which pro-
vides a PT from 5.0486 to 6.0702 s demonstrating that
the proposed method potentially could provide a real-
time solution to photo-id (segment and classify) of blue
Fig. 6 GUI of the proposed App. a Home screen. b Main menu. c Segmented image
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Si Sp Se Acc PT (sec) Si Sp Se Acc PT (sec)
1 91.5009 98.5519 89.3005 94.5237 17.9706 92.8632 98.6541 91.0216 95.3896 10.7545
2 92.4176 99.6514 89.8615 96.5008 23.3224 91.9887 99.5647 89.3067 96.2497 8.1286
3* 96.4035 97.9562 95.9429 96.9326 13.6090 95.8633 97.8116 95.2944 96.5248 4.8092
4 94.6166 96.5028 94.0033 95.2719 15.0074 94.6855 95.2721 94.4862 94.8926 5.5512
5 94.5305 98.889 92.9169 96.8921 12.9898 94.8248 98.1770 93.4952 96.6456 6.6778
6 98.7919 97.7291 99.8597 98.2974 15.0036 98.7701 97.6494 99.9513 98.2614 4.7528
7* 91.4716 97.8524 89.5318 94.0099 15.4778 90.9395 98.1942 88.7896 93.7942 5.0436
8* 95.4541 98.5106 94.1482 97.3381 16.9161 95.2389 98.3289 93.9032 97.1426 5.5011
9 83.7211 95.3848 80.2333 88.1982 11.9938 81.4384 98.3622 76.9804 87.3384 4.5269
10 96.1659 97.9440 95.5089 96.9662 12.4848 96.2316 97.5143 95.7340 96.8060 4.9564
Average 93.5073 97.8972 92.1307 95.4930 15.4775 93.2844 97.9528 91.8962 95.3044 6.0702
Mean 93.5073 97.8972 92.1307 95.4930 15.4775 93.2844 97.9528 91.8962 95.3044 6.0702
Median 94.5736 97.9501 93.4601 96.6964 15.0055 94.7552 98.1856 93.6992 96.38 5.2723
Standard deviation 4.1443 1.2091 5.3264 2.8846 3.3507 4.7290 1.1054 6.1829 3.0637 1.9761
Min 83.7211 95.3848 80.2333 88.1982 11.9938 81.4384 95.2721 76.9806 84.3384 4.5269
Max 98.7919 99.6514 99.8597 98.2974 23.3224 98.7701 99.5647 99.9513 98.2614 10.7545
Performance results in the segmentation of hooked dorsal fin the images acquired with mobile devices are marked with asterisk (*)






Si Sp Se Acc PT (sec) Si Sp Se Acc PT (sec)
1* 95.3798 98.5391 94.4440 96.5682 14.2635 95.4515 98.8694 94.4562 96.7376 4.9442
2* 95.5157 89.4993 97.8694 94.0269 14.8661 95.6196 90.1915 97.6556 94.2659 5.3745
3 97.1208 98.4876 96.6903 97.6284 11.3729 98.2035 98.6333 98.0581 98.3618 4.8854
4 88.6138 98.3674 86.2061 91.6924 12.8953 86.6447 98.6170 83.8277 90.2452 4.9127
5 98.5588 99.1524 98.3132 98.8556 15.8147 98.5237 99.1904 98.2517 98.8580 6.4199
6 95.7096 93.1156 96.8500 94.8143 13.7841 95.0157 90.7539 97.1422 93.5565 5.0778
7 94.0825 97.0612 93.0271 95.3727 10.9590 92.9622 97.9368 91.3439 95.0876 5.0707
8* 95.5783 98.5583 94.9884 96.2661 11.9688 94.8121 99.7649 93.8979 95.9268 4.1699
9 88.0073 96.8758 84.3043 93.5742 15.1676 88.8453 96.2618 85.5975 93.5643 7.1888
10 98.8820 99.6038 98.7928 98.9790 14.6624 98.9282 99.8045 98.8214 99.0469 3.9958
Average 94.7448 96.9260 94.1485 95.7777 13.5754 94.5000 97.0000 93.9002 95.5650 5.20403
Mean 94.7448 96.9260 94.1485 95.7777 13.5754 94.5000 97.0000 93.9002 95.5650 5.20403
Median 95.5470 96.9261 95.8393 95.8194 14.0238 94.5736 97.9501 93.4601 96.6964 15.0055
Standard deviation 3.7021 3.1904 5.0394 2.3802 1.6883 4.1443 1.2091 5.3264 2.8846 3.3507
Min 88.0073 89.4993 84.3043 91.6924 10.9590 83.7211 95.5848 80.2333 88.1982 11.9938
Max 98.8820 99.60.38 98.7928 98.9790 15.8147 98.7919 99.6514 99.8597 98.2974 23.3224
Performance results in the segmentation of triangular dorsal fin the images acquired with mobile devices are marked with asterisk (*)
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whale images and it can be transportable and portable
power for mobile devices such as Smartphones and
tablets.
(c) Almost there are no differences in the performance
of proposed methods between the processed images ac-
quired by mobile devices and standard camera. In this
case, the working conditions and the quality of the ac-
quired images by mobile devices are not constraints in
the applicability of the proposed method.
We also use the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves to illustrate the performance of a classifier
by plotting the Se and Sp. The classifications of the
accuracy of test are as follows: if the value of the area is
between 0.5 and 0.7, then the accuracy is low; if it is
between 0.7 and 0.9, the accuracy is average-high; and if
the value is greater than 0.9, the accuracy of the test is
high [21]. In Fig. 7, the experimental results from the
proposed methods expressed in terms of ROC curves
are presented. Figure 7a shows a high accuracy for the
segmentation performance using the DHFCM and
DHKM method. The best result is for the hooked fin
with a value of 1, followed by the triangular and falcate
fin with the values of 0.99 and 0.98, respectively. The
ROC curve (Fig. 7b) shows a zoom histogram where the






Si Sp Se Acc PT (sec) Si Sp Se Acc PT (sec)
1 90.7364 96.1987 89.1375 92.6765 15.1881 90.7509 96.7271 89.0382 92.8636 4.1954
2 96.0733 98.2875 95.7649 96.4082 13.0008 95.9739 96.7825 95.8593 96.0992 5.1759
3 85.3589 98.4359 82.0861 89.6168 10.5902 84.8896 93.9995 82.3034 88.0218 4.4721
4* 94.1418 99.5715 92.0803 97.5681 20.3440 95.5968 99.4626 94.0831 98.0593 5.3065
5 96.0730 93.8237 96.9495 95.3593 14.1214 96.0107 93.8999 96.8219 95.3386 4.8587
6 91.8418 98.5214 89.5013 95.2157 13.4339 95.6034 99.2826 85.2996 93.8239 4.9177
7* 95.3945 97.2999 94.5095 96.4964 19.2992 94.9211 97.7254 93.7037 96.5437 6.9092
8 90.5053 98.0219 87.8083 94.3732 15.2343 90.4447 99.1039 87.5056 94.8527 5.9356
9 94.3562 98.5324 92.4706 97.3352 11.7650 94.5988 97.8338 93.0116 96.9168 4.2109
10* 89.7745 99.2134 86.5548 94.6929 15.5355 89.5656 99.2803 86.2634 94.6094 4.5037
Average 92.4257 97.7906 90.6860 94.9742 14.8512 92.8355 97.4097 90.3889 94.7129 5.0486
Mean 92.4257 97.7906 90.6860 94.9742 14.8512 92.8355 97.4097 90.3889 94.7129 5.0486
Median 92.9918 98.3617 90.7908 95.2875 14.6548 94.7600 97.7796 91.0249 95.0957 4.8882
Standard deviation 3.4310 1.6835 4.5690 2.3876 3.0610 3.7501 2.0864 4.9582 2.8034 0.8461
Min 85.3589 93.8237 82.0861 89.6168 10.5902 84.8896 93.8999 82.3034 88.0218 4.1954
Max 96.0733 99.5715 96.9495 97.5681 20.3440 96.0107 99.4626 96.8219 98.0593 6.9092
Performance results in the segmentation of falcate dorsal fin the images acquired with mobile devices are marked with asterisk (*)
Fig. 7 Performance ROC curve of proposed algorithm. a DHFCM and DHKM curve ROC for falcate fin, hooked fin, and triangular fin. b Zoom of
the curve ROC (8a)
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best performance is for the triangular and hooked fin
with a value of 1 and 0.98 for the falcate fin. The total
area under the ROC curve is a single index for measur-
ing the performance of a test. The AUC results are
obtained from the ROC curves. For the triangular dorsal
fin, the AUC values are of 0.9750 and 0.9320 for the
DHFCM and DHKM, respectively; in the case of hooked
dorsal fin, the DHFCM and DHKM have AUC values of
0.9208 and 0.9180, respectively; finally, for the falcate
dorsal fin, the AUC values are of 0.9043 and 0.9030 for
the DHFCM and DHKM, respectively. From the AUC
results, the DHFCM provides better results than DHKM.
Also, we observe that the results for the triangular fin
are better than the results obtained in other tests; this is
subject to the level of abstraction for the person that is
analyzing the results for a specific type of dorsal fin.
4 Discussions
We compare our proposal with two recent methods
published in the literature that detect whales in images.
A method to detect right whales using [22] implements
a convolutional neural network for prediction, which
requires up to 40,000 layers and achieves training to
68% accuracy. This method proposes the detection of
the right whale through the image of the back of the
whale taken from above. Another method known as
DARWIN [23] performs detection of the dorsal fin with
an accuracy of up to 84% accuracy; this method uses the
threshold method using the histogram. The disadvantage
of this technique is the amount of input data required
by the neural network to train and classify the data.
These methods were not developed to detect individual
whale but any type of whale species. The standard FCM
algorithm is also used to verify the performance of the
proposed App according to Tables 1, 2, and 3 and Fig. 5.
For example, the use of standard FCM provides up to 70%
of similarity with a processing time of 367.4680 s. In the
segmentation result obtained from the standard FCM,
certain sections belonging to the ocean are not remove
completely, and some sections of the blue whale can be
confused with the sea (background) causing a bad classifi-
cation of the blue whale. The advantages of the proposed
application are that it does not use special cameras to
acquire the images, it does not compute more complex
algorithms with high computation cost as reported in
[22, 23], and it does not need a large amount of data to
train and classify the processed images making that the
proposed algorithms can be implemented in standard
devices such as mobile devices, as it is demonstrated in
Section 2. The proposed methods provide accuracies of
98.9790% for DHFCM and 99.0469% for DHKM in the
case of triangular fin detection; for the hooked fin
detection, the accuracies are of 95.49% for DHFCM and
95.30% for DHKM; and for falcate fin detection, the
accuracies presented for DHFCM and DHKM are of
97.5681 and 98.0593%, respectively (see Tables 1, 2, and
3). The results presented here demonstrate that the
present proposal is 31% higher for results in [22] and 15%
for results in [23]. In [10], the results obtained by other
methods’ precision photo-identification ranging from 55%
accuracy in identifying pink dolphin and 97% accuracy in
identifying sperm are discussed. For these cases, the pro-
posed algorithm exceeds 40.30% in accuracy for Pink
Dolphin and 2.046% for the sperm whale. The less com-
putation cost of the proposed App makes it reliable for
a real-time solution for the segmentation and classifica-
tion (photo-id) of blue whales using a mobile device as
a portable computer system. The photographic matches
is conducted on site where the image is acquired, thus
providing the individual blue whale information with-
out the use of an image processing techniques on line
or the use of cloud computing.
5 Conclusions
The algorithm proposed here includes two new methods
of clustering DHFCM and DHKM; they use simple and
easy techniques, as DWT and reducing the color palette
that provides the robustness needed in the segmentation
and classification of the dorsal fin to the photo-id. The
theme of the image segmentation is a highly debated
topic and remains an open issue because each image has
different characteristics even taking the picture with the
same device. That is why, the main contribution of this
work is that each image of blue whales has different
characteristics, because the angles of shooting and the
incidence of light on the skin of the blue whale vary
depending on the time shooting photograph and individ-
ual objects or animals that may be included in the scene
which have high randomness. Therefore, the techniques
proposed here help in the process of elimination of
unexpected visual artifacts presented in the actual
images of the blue whale. To measure the performance
of the algorithm proposed here, different tests with dif-
ferent types of cameras were performed to verify the
simplicity and portability of the system and validate the
accuracies obtained in each test for each performed with
different types of cameras (Cannon and cameras of the
mobiles devices) were preserved with the best returns.
The photo-identification system on mobile device is an
alternative portability for researchers in the field to
obtain a quick way to identify blue whales in their
habitat; this system represents a double tool to assist the
process of photo-identification as it can be run from a
computer or of a mobile device. The new proposals
DHFCM and DHKM due to its easy operation and
preprocessing of the images obtained in the habitat of the
blue whale are a feasible application for mobile devices,
where some processes that run on mobile devices come to
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be limited by the equity of these, such as the battery and
memory. Finally, the proposal App offers a real-time solu-
tion to the blue whale photo-identification using a mobile
device such as a portable computer.
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